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1) Clear printer memory. If you are unable to print this document, turn off your printer for at least 15 seconds and try again.

2) Print two or three pages at a time. If clearing the printer memory didn’t help, try printing only two or three pages at one time, rather than sending the entire file.

3) If a document is required to be at an accurate scale set the page scaling option to "none" in your printer settings.
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MATERIALS LIST FOR TOOL BOX:

R CASE SIDE (2) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 14 \times 11 \frac{3}{4}'' \) BALTIC BIRCH PLYWOOD
S LD SIDE (2) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 14 \times 21\% '' \) BB PLYWOOD
T SHELF (3) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 12\% '' \times 31 \frac{1}{2}'' \) BB PLYWOOD
U DIVIDER (1) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 13 \frac{1}{2}'' \times 2 \frac{3}{4}'' \) BB PLYWOOD
V BACK (1) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 32\% '' \times 11 \frac{3}{4}'' \) BB PLYWOOD
Y TOP (1) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 14 \times 31\% '' \) BB PLYWOOD
CC TOP DRAWER FALSE FRONT (2) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 14 \frac{3}{4}'' \times 2 \frac{3}{4}'' \) BB PLYWOOD
GG BOTTOM DRAWER FALSE FRONT (1) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 31 \times 3 \frac{1}{2}'' \) BB PLYWOOD

X STRETCHER (3) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 1 \frac{1}{2}'' \times 31 \frac{1}{2}'' \) MAPLE
AA TOP DRAWER SIDE (4) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 3 \times 12'' \) MAPLE
BB TOP DRAWER BOTTOM (2) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 11 \frac{1}{2}'' \times 13\% '' \) TEMP. HARDBOARD
EE BOTTOM DRAWER SIDE (2) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 3 \times 12'' \) MAPLE
DD BOTTOM DRAWER FRONT BACK (2) \( \frac{7}{8}'' \times 3 \times 29'' \) MAPLE
FF Bottom Drawer Bottom (1) \( \frac{3}{8}'' \times 11 \frac{1}{2}'' \times 29\% '' \) MAPLE

\( \frac{1}{4}'' \times 24 \times 48'' \) TEMP. HARDBOARD
\( \frac{1}{4}'' \times 60 \times 60'' \) BALTIC BIRCH PLYWOOD

\( \frac{1}{4}'' \times 7 \times 96'' \) MAPLE